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Randall Manufacturing Showcases Innovative GREEN InsulWall® for 3PLs at IWLA
ELMHURST, IL (February 11, 2015) - Randall Manufacturing’s Warehouse division will showcase its GREEN
InsulWall® at IWLA’s Annual Convention & Expo, March 8-10, 2015 in Savannah, Georgia. This year IWLA will
focus on bringing innovators to help its members prepare for strategic growth.

Randall Manufacturing, a new member of the IWLA Sustainability Council, will be speaking at the conference
on the sustainable benefits of its GREEN InsulWall for third-party warehouse logistics organizations (3PLs).
Randall will highlight a recent InsulWall application at 3PL, Port Jersey Logistics.

According to Kristine Grudis, Warehouse Sales Manager at Randall Manufacturing, “GREEN InsulWall helps
3PLs operate their warehouses more efficiently, reduce energy consumption, and meet a variety of client’s
temperature control needs easily. GREEN InsulWall, a flexible insulated curtain wall, not only installs and
moves easily, but its recycled insulation contributes to LEED® scores.”

The following are some notable recent project applications that will be featured in Randall’s booth, 403, during
the expo:
•

Port Jersey Logistics, a growing 3PL, based in New Jersey used InsulWall to create a heated room for
olive oil and numerous cooler rooms in its new distribution center.

•

Front Row Produce, a wholesaler and distributor of fresh fruits and vegetables, used InsulWall to create
five new cooler rooms in its new leased distribution center.

•

GG Distributing, a wholesale distributor of beer brands, used InsulWall in its leased facility to create
different temperature controlled areas for case and craft beer.
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“InsulWall presents 3PLs with an economical, innovative wall solution to meet a variety of temperature control
needs with the added benefit of GREEN properties,” added Grudis. “We are looking forward to exhibiting and
networking with the IWLA membership.”

About Randall Manufacturing, Warehouse Division
Randall Manufacturing has been providing flexible wall solutions to warehouses, distribution centers, and
workplaces for over fifteen years. With an eye for sustainability, Randall was the first modular wall
manufacturer to utilize recycled materials to meet the growing need for GREEN building materials (and that
contribute to LEED® scores). Its product offerings include the insulated, modular curtain wall – InsulWall®;
warehouse divider curtains – Randall Industrial Curtain Walls; and insulated pallet covers.
For more information on InsulWall and Randall Manufacturing – Warehouse Division, visit
randallmfg.com/warehouse, follow on Twitter @RandallWhse, or call 800-323-7424.
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